
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About this Unit Outline 

This unit outline contains information essential to finding your way around the MA unit, Old 

Testament Seminar on Judges.  It provides a structure for your learning, giving details of lecture 

topics, assessment requirements, and key resources. 
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Important notice 

While every care has been taken to ensure accuracy in the information given below, it is the 

personal responsibility of each student to check the ACT Undergraduate & Postgraduate 

Handbooks for the current year, copies of which may be found in the QTC Library within 

Emmanuel College, and also on the ACT website: www.actheology.edu.au  

It is very important that all quoted material in assignments be properly footnoted and 

acknowledged.  The attention of students is drawn to the ACT Undergraduate & Postgraduate 

Handbooks, particularly to the section headed “Academic Misconduct” in each of these.  Failure 

to comply with the standards required will involve various penalties in accordance with the 

seriousness of the failure as outlined in the ACT Handbooks. 

The attention of students is also drawn to the ACT Handbooks, to the section headed “Guidelines 

for Essays” (see also the QTC Student handbook).  All essays should comply with these standards. 
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Information about this unit 

Unit description 
This unit aims, by extended study of a single Old Testament book, to build on the exegetical skills 

and theological understanding students have acquired in their undergraduate study of the Old 

Testament narratives.  The unit focuses on the book of Judges. It aims to give students a deep and 

scholarly understanding of the book’s structure and theology, and to equip them to communicate 

this understanding through teaching and preaching appropriate to their situation as pastors and 

leaders in the church. The knowledge and skills developed in this unit will help to shape the way 

graduates study and apply the Scriptures throughout their ministry. 

 

The purpose of this unit is to enhance the ability of the students to teach on the book of Judges 

through a fresh exegetical study of it in the light of the new canonical/literary approaches. 

 

Learning objectives 
At the end of the unit, students should be able to demonstrate a range of skills: 

In particular, the student should be able to: 
 

 Understand and engage critically with the major areas of current scholarly debate in Judges 

scholarship, especially regarding the structure and theology of the book in its canonical form; 

 

 Show evidence of a sound grasp of Old Testament study as it intersects with the Book of 

Judges; 

 

 Exegete the English text of the passages prescribed for special study; 

 

 Explain how these passages contribute to the shape and meaning of the book as a whole; 

 

 Expound the major theological issues addressed by the book, and relate them to the task of 

interpreting and preaching from the book of Judges as part of the Christian Bible; 

 

 Develop techniques and habits of study of biblical texts that can be maintained in the course of 

professional ministry and transferred to other parts of the Bible. 

 

Pre-requisites for enrolment 
Students need to have previously completed the equivalent of at least three years full-time 

theological study previously, such as a BTh, MDiv, BD, BMin or equivalent, from the Australian 

College of Theology, Moore College, or another recognized provider. 
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Credit Arrangements and Study Requirements  

This unit is taught at the MA (700) level, and if successfully completed is worth 8 credit points 

towards the Australian College of Theology’s Master of Arts (Theology) and Master of Arts 

(Ministry) courses.  QTC offers a regular series of MA units which provide the opportunity to 

complete the MA (Theology) over 3-8 years part-time as well as selected units towards the 

MA(Ministry).  Further details regarding the MA in Theology at QTC are available at: 

http://www.qtc.edu.au/master-of-arts-theology/  It may be possible for students to apply the 

credit gained from completing this unit to MA-level qualifications offered by providers other than 

the Australian College of Theology (ACT).  Students should contact the relevant non-ACT provider 

for details. 

 

To complete the unit, students need to attend the intensive classes with Dr. Webb, complete the 

set pre-reading, and submit all assignments to a satisfactory level.  Full details regarding study at 

QTC and on matters such as using the QTC Library and applying for extensions on assessment due 

dates can be found in the QTC Student Handbook, available on the QTC website.   

 

The unit is delivered as an ACT MA-level seminar course, coded OT789.  Students completing an 

ACT MA may enrol in more than one OT789 seminar unit provided that these units are taken on 

different books of the Old Testament (i.e., you cannot gain credit for two OT789 units on Judges in 

your course). 

 

How this unit is organized and what we expect of you 

Students will be expected to attend all lectures, with the programme being:  

Intensive – Monday 23rd March - Friday 27th March 2015. 

The unit will be taught in face-to-face mode through 26 teaching hours, with five teaching periods 

per day for each day of the intensive week.  Each teaching day will commence at 9:30am and 

conclude at 3:30pm.   

Interactive lectures will be given on the exegesis and interpretation of selected passages.  The 

students will lead seminars on set topics, which will include critical feedback and class discussion.  

The process of assessing and modifying one’s own ideas in conversation with others will be 

reflected in the final written paper.  The full text of seminar papers will be provided to the whole 

class after completion of the unit.  Lectures will be supported by notes.   

 

Teaching staff  

Dr. Barry Webb 

BA, Dip. Ed., Th.L (Honours 1), BDiv (Honours), Dip.A.Theol. (Honours), PhD (Sheffield University) 

 

Contacts 
Prior to the intensive, any questions about the unit in general should be addressed in the first 

instance to the QTC Registrar, Ted Brennan, at: registrar@qtc.edu.au   

http://www.qtc.edu.au/master-of-arts-theology/
mailto:registrar@qtc.edu.au
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Unit timetable: topics and teaching and learning activities  

1.  Exegesis 

Students will study the following passages from the book of Judges: 
 

Judges 1:1-21;  

2:1-23;  

3:7-11;  

4:1-23;  

8:22-35;  

9:1-21;  

11:29-39;  

13:1-24;  

16:23-31;  

17:1-13;  

19:20-20:11;  

21:1-25. 

In the class hours on exegesis, historical, literary and theological issues will be explored 

inductively as they arise from direct engagement with the primary text. 

 

2. Issues in the Interpretation of Judges, including 
 

 Recent attempts to address the structure of Judges in its canonical form 

 Judges and violence. 

 Judges and women 

 Judges and kingship 

 The contribution of Judges to the theology of the Former Prophets 

 Judges and the book of Deuteronomy. How far is it true to say that the theology 

of Judges is ‘Deuteronomic’? 

 What is Judges about? The search for a unifying theme. 

 The use of irony in Judges 

 The relationship between Judges and the book of Joshua: competing views of the 

conquest of Canaan? 

 The Judges as heroes? 

 Family, clan, tribe, and nation: social coherence and decay in the book of Judges. 

 Judges and intertextuality: connections between Judges and other OT texts. 

 Preaching Judges as Christian Scripture 

In the class hours on interpretation, historical, literary, and theological issues will be explored 

topically, through critical interaction with the relevant secondary literature. 
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Assessment 
  
PRE-INTENSIVE TASK 

Prior to the commencement of the course all students will complete the following pre-reading: 

Pages 138-192 of  Provan, Iain W., V. Philips Long and Tremper Longman.  A Biblical History of 

Israel.  1st ed. Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 2003. 
 

Pages 4-219 of  Webb, Barry G.  The Book of Judges.  New International Commentary on the Old 

Testament.  Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2012. 
 

Pages 1-284 of  Yee, Gale A.  Judges and Method: New Approaches in Biblical Studies.  2nd ed. 

Minneapolis, MN.: Fortress, 2007. 
 

Note that three copies of the above texts have been placed in the QTC Library, and a small 

number of additional copies are available for purchase through the QTC Librarian, Annette 

McGrath: amcgrath@qtc.edu.au    

All assignments should be submitted via the QTC Moodle website: 

http://www.qtc.edu.au/moodle/  Students will be provided with a Moodle account and details of 

how to access and use this account shortly before the intensive commences. 

 

POST-INTENSIVE ASSESSMENTS 

Assessment Task Description 

Essay – 50% 

Due Thursday 14th May 

 

 

A 4000-word essay on literary and theological issues in the book 

of Judges, arising out of the seminar presentation.   

In the essay students must demonstrate the ability to build a 

solid argument that moves from text to interpretation as they 

bring recent scholarship to bear on a major issue arising from 

the book. 

Essay – 50% 

Thursday 18th June 

 

 

A 4000-word essay outlining the rationale for a series of 7 

sermons on the book of Judges 

This will include 

i) rationale for the title and thematic focus of the series. 

ii) rationale for the selection of passages to be preached on 

iii) an explanation of the particular exegetical and hermeneutical 

challenges that each passage presents for the Christian preacher. 

iv) an explanation of how biblical theology would be used in 

developing a Christian application from each passage. 

In order to pass this unit, you must gain a mark of at least 50% for the unit as a whole.  

All assignments (including take-home exams) are to be submitted via Moodle.   

  

mailto:amcgrath@qtc.edu.au
http://www.qtc.edu.au/moodle/
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Learning resources 
 

Textbooks for Pre-Reading:  

Provan, Iain W., V. Philips Long and Tremper Longman.  A Biblical History of Israel.  1st ed. Louisville, 

Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 2003. 
 

Webb, Barry G.  The Book of Judges.  New International Commentary on the Old Testament.  Grand 

Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2012. 
 

Yee, Gale A.  Judges and Method: New Approaches in Biblical Studies.  2nd ed. Minneapolis, MN.: 

Fortress, 2007. 

 

Select Bibliography: 

Block, Daniel I.  Judges, Ruth. Vol. 6, The New American Commentary. Nashville: Broadman 

& Holman, 1999. 

 

Butler, Trent C., Judges. Word Biblical Commentary 8. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2009. 

 

Gillmayr-Bucher, Susanne. "Framework and Discourse in the Book of Judges." Journal of Biblical 

Literature 128, no. 4 (2009): 687-702. 

 

Grossman,David.  Lion's Honey: the Myth of Samson (Melbourne: Text Publishing, 2006). 

 

Gunn, David M. Judges, Blackwell Bible Commentaries. Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2005. 

 

Jeter, Joseph. Preaching Judges, Preaching Classic Texts. St. Louis: Chalice, 2003. 

 

Lapsley,Jacqueline E.  Whispering the Word: hearing women's stories in the Old Testament. 1st ed: 

Westminster John Knox Press, 2005. 

 

Matthews, Victor H. Judges and Ruth, New Cambridge Bible Commentary. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press,  2004. 

 

McCann, J. Clinton. Judges, Interpretation. Louisville, Ky: John Knox Press, 2002. 

 

Mobley, Gregory.  The Empty Men: The Heroic Tradition in Ancient Israel, The Anchor Bible 

Reference Library. New York: Doubleday, 2005. 

 

Mueller, E. Aydeet.  The Micah Story: A Morality Tale in the Book of Judges. Studies in Biblical 

Literature 34. New York: Peter Lang, 2001. 

 

Niditch, Susan. Judges: a commentary. 1st ed, The Old Testament Library. Louisville, KY: 

Westminster John Knox Press, 2008. 
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Olson, Dennis T.  "Dialogues of Life and Monologues of Death: Jephthah and Jephthah's daughter 

in Judges 10:6-12:7." Pages 43-54 in Postmodern interpretations of the Bible: A Reader. Edited by A. 

K. M. Adam. St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2001. 

 

Osborne, William R.  “A Biblical Reconstruction of the Prophetess Deborah in Judges 4”.  Journal for 

the Evangelical Study of the Old Testament 2, no. 2 (2013): 199-213. 

 

Pressler, Carolyn. Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, Westminster Bible Companion. Louisville, KY: 

Westminster John Knox Press, 2002. 

 

Sasson, Jack M.  Judges 1-12 : a new translation with introduction and commentary.  The Anchor 

Yale Bible, 6D.  New Haven, CT.: Yale University Press, 2014. 

 

Thompson, John L. "Preaching Texts of Terror in the Book of Judges: How Does the History of 

Interpretation Help?" Calvin Theological Journal 37, no. 1 (2002): 49-61. 

 

Wilcock, M. The Message of Judges, The Bible Speaks Today. Leicester: IVP, 1992. 

 

Younger, K Lawson Jr. Judges, Ruth, The NIV Application Commentary. Grand Rapids: 

Zondervan, 2002. 
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ACT Standards: Grades 

Grades in assessment instruments are awarded in the following categories- 

Grade    Score  GPA 

Fail (F)    0-49%  0 

Pass (P)   50-57% 1 

Pass+ (P+)   58-64% 1.5 

Credit (C)   65-74% 2 

Distinction (D)   75-84% 3 

High Distinction (HD)   85+%  4 
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Enrolling in this MA Unit 

Students wishing to enroll need to have previously completed the equivalent of at least three years 

full-time theological study previously, such as a BTh, MDiv, BD, BMin or equivalent. 

 

Study for credit towards an MA (Theol) 

To study this unit for credit towards a Master of Arts (Theology), request an enrolment form from 

the QTC Registrar and submit it by 1 March 2015.   

Audit an MA Unit 

If you would like to Audit the unit (attend lectures, but complete no assessment) please fill out an 

Audit form available from the QTC Registrar and submit it by 16 March 2015. 

What does it cost? 

The MA (Theology) is an accredited course of the Australian College of Theology.  As such, it is a 

recognized course for the purpose of Fee-Help to pay for all or part of the fees for the MA 

(provided you meet the government’s eligibility requirements), and for International Students (ACT 

CRICOS provider number is 02650E).  Fee-Help application forms and information booklets are 

available through the QTC office.   

Fees in 2015 are $1750 per unit, if payable by FEE-HELP.  A $250 discount on this fee is available to 

those based more than three hours’ driving time from Brisbane.  For students who pay upfront, 

rather than using FEE-HELP, the fee is $1575. 

The fee to Audit an MA unit is $350 

 

 

 

Come and develop your knowledge and skills while you continue in ministry.  

Our MA units are a great way for pastors and ministry workers to be encouraged,  
to participate in some professional development, and also to help with preparation 

for future sermon series 

Contact the QTC Registrar, Ted Brennan at registrar@qtc.edu.au or 07 3871 9348 

 

 

mailto:registrar@qtc.edu.au

